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We Fix, You Fly

Oh Gourd, It's Fall Already
Fall is upon us, so you know what that means! Pumpkin-spiced
EVERYthing! It also means another year is ¾ in the books. Can you
believe it? We’ll barely have our fill of Pumpkin-Spiced Caramel
Macchiatos before Santa starts breaking into our homes in the middle
of the night and swiping our milk and cookies. The next thing you
know, we’ll all be tooting Auld Lang Syne from our kazoos while
wearing weird 2020-shaped glasses. That’s a latte handle right now,
so let’s just move on to the news.

Two Guys Walk
into a London
Pub...
Yeah, we know, with a headline
like that, we probably tricked
you into thinking we had a joke
for you. That was pretty lame of
us to leave you hanging. But
you know what wasn’t
lame? The MRO Europe!
Attended this year by Greg
Guzman and Wayne Fink. It was great to make new friends and
reconnect with old ones.

Let's Give 'Em Pumpkin to Talk About!
Speaking of the MRO, we can’t be the only ones looking ahead to the
Dallas event next April, can we? Okay, considering that it’s still 6
months away, it’s likely that we’re the only ones doing cartwheels
down the hall in October. But if you knew what we were planning for
this one, you’d be as excited as we are. We can’t say much right now,
but here’s a hint: Passwords and secret handshakes may be
required.    

Catch a Fishy
by the Toe
So earlier this month, the
entire Aerostar team split
up into two groups, each of
which assembled separately
for a Saturday of fun. One
group boarded a boat at an
ungodly hour and went
deep sea fishing; the other met up for pedicures, followed by a very
sophisticated bar crawl. There’s little else to say about this because
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• MRO Americas
April 28th-30th 2020

Our whole gang will be
in Dallas, TX and you
don't want to miss it.
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the fish stories are probably lies, and the other group reports that
things got a bit hazy after the foot baths.

Employee
Recognition

Congratulations to
Amanda Hester! We're
proud to celebrate your
five year anniversary at

Aerostar.
A special thank you to
Dawn Guy and Mike

Glozier for their
constant dedication to

our success.

Did you know? AeroStar, Inc. is

approved at many domestic &

international airlines including:

JetBlue, FedEx, SWA, Allegiant, Delta,

SkyWest, & more.

2019 Top Shop Award Winner
Best Electro-Mechanical Repair

http://www.topshopawards.com


Contact us for our capabilities list
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FAA Repair Station
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Contact our team today:
Alan Howell: ahowell@aerostar.aero

Amanda Hester: ahester@aerostar.aero
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